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Abstract

Semantic annotation adds formal metadata to web pages
to link web data with ontology concepts. Automated se-
mantic annotation is a primary way of enabling the seman-
tic web. A main drawback of existing automated semantic
annotation approaches is that they need a post-extraction
mapping between extraction categories and ontology con-
cepts. This mapping requirement usually needs human in-
tervention, which decreases automation. Our approach
uses data-extraction ontologies to avoid this problem. To
automate semantic annotation, the new approach uses an
ontology-based data recognizer that fosters automated se-
mantic annotation, optimizes the system performance, pro-
vides support for ontology assembly, and is compatible with
semantic web standards.

1 Introduction

The semantic web is the web containing machine-
processable web data [2]. Semantic annotation research is
one of the basic research problems for the semantic web.
Automated semantic annotation is a primary way of en-
abling the semantic web.

A semantic annotationprocess adds formal metadata to
web pages. This metadata links data in a web page to de-
fined concepts in anontology, which is an explicit, formal
specification of conceptualizations [7]. Figure 1 shows a
simple example of semantic annotation, which is produced
by our online demo [4]. In the figure, the annotated con-
tent is the string “116k.” The metadata shows that it is
an instance of the concept “Mileage,” which is defined in
the ontology “carads.” Without annotation, “116k” may
have on interpretable meaning or may have many different
meanings, such as price and length, besides mileage. With
this annotation, machine agents can precisely interpret this
“116k” with respect to the ontology “carads.” Hence the
data “116k” becomes machine-processable.

Figure 1. Sample Semantic Annotation

In existing automated semantic annotation approaches
(e.g. [1, 8, 10]), a typical process employs a data ex-
traction engine to extract data instances from web pages.
Since none of the currently adapted data extraction engines
are ontology-based, the typical process performs “a set of
heuristics for post-processing and mapping of the IE [in-
formation extraction] results to an ontology” after extract-
ing data [10]. Semantic mapping from the IE results to
the ontology typically needs much human intervention [14],
which decreases automation. Kiryakov et. al. also pointed
out that such a “post-processing and mapping” requirement
is, as their words, “the main drawback” for these existing
automated annotation approaches [10]. They argued that
“such heuristics are not sufficient for large-scale, domain-
independent semantic annotation.”

In this paper, we propose a new automated semantic an-
notation system using data-extraction ontologies which has
addressed the mentioned problem. Along with several other
improvements, Figure 2 shows the architecture of our sys-
tem. There are four unique components that distinguish our
approach from the existing ones. First, the ontology-based
data recognizer directly uses data-extraction ontologies to
do data extraction [6]. Since the extraction process is based
on ontologies, it avoids the overhead of aligning extrac-
tion categories with ontology concepts after extracting data.
Second, the conceptual annotator and the structural annota-
tor compose the two-layer annotation model that can both
be resilient in general situation and run fast when annotat-
ing web pages with a specified layout. Therefore the sys-
tem can achieve an optimized performance in total. Third,
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Figure 2. System Architecture

the ontology assembler provides functions that allow users
to assemble a task-oriented ontology through an interactive
process. Its goal is to maximize the reuse of existing knowl-
edge and minimize the load of manual ontology creation.
At last, the ontology converter transforms ontological rep-
resentations between a semantic web standard OWL (Web
Ontology Language) and our data-extraction ontology lan-
guage OSMX (Object-oriented Systems Model in XML).
This converter makes our work be compatible to the seman-
tic web standard.

In Section 2 we describe the encountered problems and
our solution approaches when developing the new annota-
tion system. In Section 3, we discuss how our work ad-
vances related work. In Section 4, we summarize our con-
tributions and present the future plan of our work.

2 System Description

Our goal is to foster automating semantic annotation so
that the new system is practical for real-world applications.
To satisfy the goal, we need to figure out solutions of four
sub-problems. In this section, we introduce the four sub-
problems and their solution approaches, which in sequence
are the ontology-based data recognizer, the two-layer an-
notation model, the ontology assembler, and the ontology
converter. Figure 2 illustrates the architecture of the whole
system. In short, it inputs a set of web pages and an ontol-
ogy, and it outputs the annotated web pages with respect to
the input ontology. When discussing each sub-problem, we
are going to explain its corresponding part in the figure.

2.1 Ontology-based Data Recognizer

To increase the degree of automation, we have focused
on two specific factors—resiliency and adaptiveness. The
property ofresiliencyallows a system to be continuously

applicable on different web-page layouts; and the property
of adaptivenessallows a system to be continuously applica-
ble on different domains. Less resiliency or adaptiveness
for an annotation system means that the system needs more
human intervention, i.e. less degree of automation, when
annotating web pages either with a different layout or for a
different domain.

Relying on web-page layout causes extraction engine not
to be resilient. When there is a new page layout or a lay-
out changes, a layout-based data extraction tool needs to
perform a wrapper regeneration process so that it can con-
tinuously work. Although we can automate the regenera-
tion process, it is too difficult to detect a layout mismatch
automatically. In majority it relies on humans to check,
which obviously decreases the system’s degree of automa-
tion. The reason of less adaptiveness is that the system en-
codes domain-specific knowledge in program implementa-
tions, instead of using declarative semantics in ontologies.
Hence when a domain changes, users may have to mod-
ify program implementations, which decreases the system’s
degree of automation.

Our solution is to adapt the ontology-based data recog-
nizer that uses data-extraction ontologies. Like the other on-
tologies, we can specify the intensions of a domain, such as
object sets, relationship sets, and hierarchical structures, in
a data-extraction ontology. Beyond, our data-extraction on-
tology language—OSMX—defines formalized semantics
that allow users to declare extention recognition semantics
of any concept, which we called a data frame [6]. Syntac-
tically we present declarative semantics in data frames by
regular expressions. The ontology-based data recognizer
matches data frames to web content to find candidate in-
stances, and then uses a set of heuristics to solve ambiguous
matchings.

With this methodology, the input data-extraction ontolo-
gies contain all the required domain-specific information.
So this ontology-based data recognizer is adaptive. In addi-
tion, OSMX does not allow users to declare layout-specific
semantics in data frames. The extracting process is thus to-
tally resilient. More details about OSMX and our resilient
data extraction and semantic annotation using OSMX on-
tologies can be found in our previous publications [5, 6].

2.2 Two-Layer Annotation Model

Although the use of ontology-based data recognizer im-
proves the system’s degree of automation, its run-time per-
formance is comparatively lower than the layout-based data
extraction tools [12]. Our ontology-based data extraction
engine requires many computational cycles to enumerate
all the extracted candidates and resolve ambiguities, which
slows down the execution speed. Also, although the extrac-
tion engine is designed to achieve good accuracy in general



cases, it does not take into account local structural patterns,
which can lead to higher extraction accuracy.

We propose the two-layer annotation model to solve this
speed and accuracy problem. As Figure 2 shows, the model
is composed by two different types of annotators—the con-
ceptual annotator and the structural annotator. On the lower-
layer the conceptual annotator uses the ontology-based data
recognizer we have just discussed. It provides a resilient
and adaptive base for the entire annotation system. On
the upper-layer the structural annotator uses a dynamically
created, layout-specific data recognizer. When the system
needs to annotate large numbers of web pages, and espe-
cially if these web pages are for a focused domain and hold
a common layout,1 such a layout-specific recognizer can
perform very fast and accurate data extraction on these web
pages. With the combination of these two annotators, the
system can achieve an optimized performance in total.

We claim that this solution is sound. First, according
to the survey made by Laender et. al., among all types of
data-extraction tools the layout-specific ones have the best
speed of execution. They can also carry out very high ac-
curacy on extraction results when the layout of target web
pages perfectly matches the specified layout in their wrap-
pers [12]. Second, it appears possible to dynamically gen-
erate a layout-specific data recognizer using annotated sam-
ple web pages produced by the conceptual annotator. These
annotated web pages constitute an automatically collected
training set. With the training set, the recognizer generation
becomes a classic machine learning process for retrieving a
common layout pattern based on a training set. We can ap-
ply a similar wrapper generation method as in [11] and [3]
to build layout-specific data recognizers.

2.3 Ontology Assembler

Semantic annotation relies on ontologies. Although we
may have built a well-performed annotation system, it is
useless when no ontology is available. To be a practical
solution, we need the annotation system to be able to help
users build an ontology when no existing ones are applica-
ble. So we propose the ontology assembler.

As in Figure 2, the ontology assembler consists of two
parts—an ontology-base and an ontology creation module.
The ontology-base consists of pre-used and pre-constructed
ontologies, snippets of ontology, and single concept recog-
nizers. The ontology creation module can be as simple as an
ontology editor that users can view and manually create and
modify ontologies. The theme of the ontology assembler is
to maximize the reuse of existing ontologies and minimize
the work of constructing new ontologies.

1This is quite common in the ordinary web, e.g., the auto-generated
web pages within many large commercial web sites such as amazon.com.

When there are no input ontologies, as Figure 2 shows,
the ontology-input interface takes a set of descriptive web
pages into the ontology assembler. The assembler performs
a knowledge-selection process to look for relevant ontology
components in the ontology-base using the descriptive web
pages. As the dashed box in Figure 2, these selected ontol-
ogy components could be ontologies, snippets of ontology,
or single concept recognizers. The users can thus watch and
assemble these selected components through the ontology
creation module.

2.4 Ontology Converter

The reason we annotate pages in the semantic web is so
we can use them. Any system that does not conform to se-
mantic web standards will not be interoperable, and thus
will not be used. Our last remaining problem is that OSMX
is not a widely recognized ontology language in the seman-
tic web community.

The solution is straightforward. We need to make an on-
tology converter that does transformations between OSMX
and OWL, the current standard ontology langauge for the
semantic web. The converter has been implemented in Java
and used Jena [9]. An ontology in either language is first
mapped onto the Jena API, through which the converter out-
puts it in the opposite ontology language.

As in Figure 2, we have placed the converter on both
the input and output sides of the system. When users input
an OWL ontology, the converter transforms it to its OSMX
representations so that the ontology-based data recognizer
can process it. On the other hand, if the input is an OSMX
ontology, the system converts it to OWL when outputting
annotations so that the annotated contents are always with
respect to the concepts in an OWL ontology.

3 Discussion and Related Work

From several perspectives our proposed approach ad-
vances related work. There have been several automated se-
mantic annotation approaches and each of them has adapted
an existing data-extraction engine (e.g. [1, 8, 10]). As we
mentioned earlier, “the main drawback” of these systems is
that after extracting, they need to perform “post-processing
and mapping of the IE results to an ontology.” The intrinsic
reason for this problem is that “none of these approaches
expects an input or produces output with respect to ontolo-
gies” [10]. Except for ontology-based data-extraction tools,
all the other automated data-extraction approaches do not
use ontologies [12]. It is not trivial to integrate ontologies
into these non-ontology-based approaches. Therefore, in
[10] Kiryakov et. al. suggested that the best solution was
“to use the ontology more directly during the process of ex-
traction.” Arlotta et. al. [1] also proposed as future work



combining their work with an ontology-based data extrac-
tion approach such as our data-extraction ontology. The use
of data-extraction ontologies in our system does match their
suggestion. To the best of our knowledge, our work is the
first attempt of using directly ontology-based data extrac-
tion tools for semantic annotation.

In the literature, there are several data extraction ap-
proaches that use machine learning methods to build layout-
specific wrappers, and there are ontology-based data extrac-
tion approaches [12]. As we have discussed, these two data
extraction approaches are complementary. Until now, how-
ever, no previous work has been done. A reason of this
lack-of-references is because of the cost of building ontolo-
gies. Ontology is not a mandatory requirement in the tradi-
tional data extraction paradigm. It is debateable whether the
augmentation of ontologies may bring more values for data
extraction than the cost of building them. This is, however,
unlikely to be a problem for semantic annotation because
it is widely accepted that we need ontology to help with
building the semantic web.

The ontology assembler research is a mixture of text
classification and ontology reuse. Text classification is a
traditional machine learning topic that has been studied for
many years. Instead of categorizing text with pre-defined
labels, the significance of our work is to label them with ex-
isting ontology components. Previous work has categorized
text using concepts within a taxonomy (e.g. [13]). To the
best of our knowledge, however, none of them have thought
of retrieving identified ontology components to reuse them
to compose a new domain ontology. When more ontolo-
gies become available due to the emergence of the semantic
web, this type of ontology reuse will likely become more
valuable.

4 Conclusions and Future Work

Our vision is to foster automating semantic annotation
so that the new system is practical for real-world applica-
tions. The new approach uses an ontology-based data ex-
traction engine to avoid the overhead of aligning extraction
categories in extraction wrappers with concepts in domain
ontologies. This research also combines the resiliency of
ontology-based data extraction techniques with the fast and
highly accurate layout-based data extraction techniques us-
ing a novel two-layer annotation model. The dynamic do-
main ontology assembler helps maximize the reuse of exist-
ing knowledge and minimize the load of manual ontology
creation. The conversions between OSMX and OWL link
this semantic annotation work to the rest of the semantic
web community.

Upon to the time we submit this paper, this is an on-
going project. We have successfully built the ontology-
based semantic annotation prototype system that is resilient

and has good accuracy. There is also an online demo shows
the current status of our resilient annotation tool [4]. Based
on approximately 20 domains with which we have experi-
mented, our preliminary results show that we can typically
achieve close to 100% precision and recall in the simple,
unified domains such as automobile sales and apartment
rentals. However, in more complicated or loosely unified
domains, the precision and recall for some fields falls off
dramatically. For example, on the domain of obituaries we
were only able to achieve about 74% precision on annotat-
ing relatives of the deceased and only about 82% recall on
annotating funeral addresses. In the future, the implemen-
tation of the two-layer annotation model can improve the
accuracies with the use of local structural patterns.

In the meantime, we have finished the implementation
of the ontology converter, and we are preparing a paper on
this topic. The implementations of the two-layer annotation
model and the ontology assembler are under way, and they
constitute future work we plan to accomplish.
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